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Metroland

2011-06-15

from the bestselling booker prize winning author of a sense of an

ending comes a comedy of sexual awakening in the 1960s that is

wonderfully fresh crackling with nostalgic irreverence vogue only

the author of flaubert s parrot could give us a novel that is at once

a note perfect rendition of the angsts and attitudes of english

adolescence a giddy comedy of sexual awakening and a portrait of

the accommodations that some of us call growing up and others

selling out

Metroland

2017-07-25

a special edition of julian barnes s first novel with an introduction

from the author and previously unseen archive material christopher

and toni found in each other the perfect companion for that

universal adolescent pastime smirking at the world as you find it in

between training as flaneurs and the grind of school they cast a
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cynical eye over their various dislikes parents with their lives of

spotless emptiness third division north football teams god

commuters and girls and the inhabitants of metroland the strip of

suburban dormitory christopher calls home longing for real life to

begin christopher makes for paris in time for les événements of

1968 only to miss it all in a haze of sex french theatre and first

love and before long he finds himself drawn inevitably back to

metroland and the very life he was trying to escape this special

edition contains unseen archive material including letters from early

fans such as philip larkin and dodie smith contemporary reviews a

deleted scene from the original manuscript as well as an

introduction from the author

Metroland

1997

a seize ans christopher et toni deux inséparables copains réalisent

que c est uniquement dans le métro qu ils peuvent être vraiment

seuls avec eux mêmes et imaginer tout ce qui changera quand ils

seront enfin dans la vraie vie il y aura le mariage et l amour huit

fois par nuit de grandes quantités d argent à la banque les boîtes
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de nuit bref les rêves de tous les garçons de leur âge mais sous la

plume de julian barnes qui signait là son premier roman leur

éducation sentimentale et autre devient un petit chef d œuvre de

drôlerie un jour ils auront vingt ans puis davantage lequel des deux

saura le mieux équilibrer les contraintes et les illusions

Metroland

2013-09-10

christopher lloyd wächst in metroland auf dem londoner vorort der

von der metropolitan line bedient wird er und tony gehen in die

gleiche klasse und heben sich von den anderen schülern ab indem

sie sich in weltverachtung üben nach der schule trennen sich

zunächst ihre wege christopher geht nach paris wo er in den

armen seiner ersten freundin den beginn der 1968er

studentenrevolution verschläft 1977 ist christopher ruhig geworden

ein familienmensch während sein freund tony als radikaler publizist

immer noch die verwirklichung der gemeinsamen jugendideale

einfordert
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Understanding Julian Barnes

1997

assesses the divergent works of a daring english writer

Metroland

1995

dos disparatados adolescentes christopher y su amigo toni se

dedican a observar con agudo ojo cínico los diversos grados de

chifladura o imbecilidad de la gente que les rodea aburridos padres

y fastidiosos hermanos futbolistas de tercera y visitantes de la

national gallery futuros oficinistas y bancarios empedernidos y

sobre todo esa fauna que viaja cada día en la metropolitan line del

metro de londres todo aparecerá enfocado a través de los

prismáticos de su despiadada crítica de imberbes ante la que no

se salva nadie ni siquieria dios y tómese esto en su sentido literal

parís será el escenario de muchos descubrimientos y de algunas

decepciones y también el punto en que los caminos de christopher

y toni se separan mientras éste adoptará una versión puesta al día
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del angry young man christopher se enfrentará con una

experiencia intesperada la de la felicidad que le parece mucho

más interesante que la que se vive nada menos que en pleno

mayo del 68 a pocos pasos de donde él se encuentra novela de la

adolescencia metrolandia galardonada con el prestigioso premio

somerset maugham supuso el debut narrativo de julian barnes que

poco después alcanzaría su consagración mundial con el loro de

flaubert como comprobará el lector barnes demuestra ya en su

primer libro la notable originalidad y el agudo sentido del humor

que le han situado en primera fila de la nueva narrativa británica

junto a martin amis kazuo ishiguro y william boyd inteligente y

divertida publishers weekly metrolandia es una especie de

atolondrada educación sentimental consumada entre los suburbios

londinenses y francia andrea cane

Metrolandia

1989-04-01

an up to date critical collection on the work of contemporary british

novelist julian barnes
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Julian Barnes

2011-06-30

exploring the archives of the man booker prize winning novelist

julian barnes including notebooks drafts typescripts and publishing

correspondence this book is an extraordinary in depth study of the

creative practice of a major contemporary novelist in julian barnes

from the margins vanessa guignery charts the genesis and

publication history of all of barnes s major novels from his debut

with metroland through flaubert s parrot and a history of the world

in 10 1 2 chapters to the sense of an ending

Julian Barnes from the Margins

2020-03-05

julian barnes s work has been marked by great variety ranging not

only from conventional fiction to postmodernist experimentation in

such well known novels as flaubert s parrot 1984 and a history of

the world in 10 1 2 chapters 1989 but also from witty essays to

deeply touching short stories the responses of readers and critics
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have likewise varied from enthusiasm to scepticism as the

substantial volume of critical analysis demonstrates this readers

guide provides a comprehensive and accessible overview of the

essential criticism on barnes s work drawing from a selection of

reviews interviews essays and books through the presentation and

assessment of key critical interpretations vanessa guignery

provides the most wide ranging examination of his fiction and non

fiction so far considering key issues such as his use of language

his treatment of history obsession love and the relationship

between fact and fiction covering all of the novels to date from

metroland 1981 to arthur and george 2005 this is an invaluable

introduction to the work of one of britain s most exciting and

popular contemporary writers

The Fiction of Julian Barnes

2006-01-23

this comprehensive introduction places the work of julian barnes

into historical and theoretical context including a timeline of key

dates this guide explores his characteristic literary techniques

offers extensive readings of all 10 novels and provides an overview
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of the varied critical reception his work has provoked

Julian Barnes

2008-11-14

talks with the british author of flaubert s parrot and arthur george

Conversations with Julian Barnes

2009

exploring the archives of the man booker prize winning novelist

julian barnes including notebooks drafts typescripts and publishing

correspondence this book is an extraordinary in depth study of the

creative practice of a major contemporary novelist in julian barnes

from the margins vanessa guignery charts the genesis and

publication history of all of barnes s major novels from his debut

with metroland through flaubert s parrot and a history of the world

in 10 1 2 chapters to the sense of an ending
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Julian Barnes from the Margins

2020-03-05

beschrijving van drie levensfasen scholier student vader van een

dertigjarige man

Metroland

1992

no one has a better perspective to see things from both sides of

the channel than julian barnes he is not only one of the premier

writers in britain but his prize winning work has long been admired

and recognised in france in these exquisitely crafted and turned

stories spanning several centuries julian barnes takes as his

universal theme the british in france our fascination with the

country our various and mixed reasons for being there and our

sometimes ambiguous reception
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Cross Channel

1997

bachelor thesis from the year 2005 in the subject english language

and literature studies literature grade a university of silesia 86

entries in the bibliography language english abstract in my thesis i

elaborate on the literary creativity of julian barnes my paper

consists of two chapters entitled language as identity and

difference and history in time and space the predominating part of

each chapter is devoted to the position of individuals competing

with meta narratives of language history politics religion and culture

the ultimate outcome of the protagonists proceedings is ambivalent

in the sense that their efforts are successful only to some extent

however at the same time i illustrate that by opposing domination

the protagonists manage to undermine the assumed rationale of

social discourses and revise the long established hierarchies of

western values in the first chapter we have to do with a broad

spectrum of ambiguities connected with the usage of language

barnes s representation of linguistic reality comprises elements of

both structural and poststructural linguistics the author s analysis is
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based on the writings of many different philosophers and linguists

such as wolfgang iser ferdinand de saussure mikhail bakhtin roland

barthes jacques derrida and ludwig wittgenstein the subsequent

part of the same chapter is devoted to the problem of fragmented

narration mainly with respect to flaubert s parrot in the second

chapter i elaborate on the status of history in barnes s novels it is

focused on the interrelations between history and society as well

as history and individuals this sort of research profile leads to

posing further questions about the master narratives that

encapsulate the image of god and the vision of the whole world in

temporal and spatial terms this interpretation is performed with the

help of some french philosophers like michel foucault and jean

baudrillard the theoretical account of the linguistic and

(Post)structural Notions of Language and

History in the Novels of Julian Barnes

2007-08

this comprehensive introduction places the work of julian barnes

into historical and theoretical context including a timeline of key
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dates this guide explores his characteristic literary techniques

offers extensive readings of all 10 novels and provides an overview

of the varied critical reception his work has provoked

Julian Barnes

2008-11-14

julian barnes s work has been marked by great variety ranging not

only from conventional fiction to postmodernist experimentation in

such well known novels as flaubert s parrot 1984 and a history of

the world in 10 1 2 chapters 1989 but also from witty essays to

deeply touching short stories the responses of readers and critics

have likewise varied from enthusiasm to scepticism as the

substantial volume of critical analysis demonstrates this readers

guide provides a comprehensive and accessible overview of the

essential criticism on barnes s work drawing from a selection of

reviews interviews essays and books through the presentation and

assessment of key critical interpretations vanessa guignery

provides the most wide ranging examination of his fiction and non

fiction so far considering key issues such as his use of language

his treatment of history obsession love and the relationship
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between fact and fiction covering all of the novels to date from

metroland 1981 to arthur and george 2005 this is an invaluable

introduction to the work of one of britain s most exciting and

popular contemporary writers

The Fiction of Julian Barnes

2006-01-23

julian barnes is a comprehensive introductory overview of the

novels that situates his work in terms of fabulation and memory

irony and comedy it pursues a broadly chronological line through

barnes s literary career but along the way it also shows how

certain key thematic preoccupations and obsessions seem to tie

barnes s oeuvre together love death art history truth and memory

chapters provide detailed reading of each major publication in turn

while treating the major concerns of barnes s fiction including art

authorship history love and religion lucidly written and also

satisfyingly comprehensive this work analyzes the canonical barnes

texts and includes brief but illuminating discussion of the crime

fiction that barnes has published under the pseudonym dan

kavanagh this detailed study of fictions of julian barnes from
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metroland to arthur george also benefits from archival research into

his unpublished materials the book will be a useful resource for

scholars graduates and undergraduates working in the field of

contemporary literature

Julian Barnes

2011-08-15

this volume offers a comprehensive multilingual approach to the

practice and profession of translation and interpretation as shaped

by global markets advanced technologies and digital literacy it

offers a joint scholarly pedagogical practice oriented perspective

taking stock of recent developments and topical concerns in the

field the book provides a transdisciplinary overview of

multilingualism as a phenomenon inextricably connected with the

global condition of the subject with emphasis on cross cultural

communication and the professions of translation and interpretation

as such it constitutes an accessible and productive pedagogical

resource
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The Translator, the Interpreter and the

Dialogue of Languages in the Digital Age

2020-07-06

in his widely acclaimed new collection of stories barnes addresses

what is perhaps the most poignant aspect of the human condition

growing old the characters are facing the ends of their lives some

with bitter regret others with resignation and others still with defiant

rage

The Lemon Table

2005

janice and merrill two widows converse about their departed

husbands over breakfast fond memories of their spouses are

recounted but it is in what they leave unsaid that they find the

greater sustenance part of the storycuts series this short story was

previously published in the collection the lemon table
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The Things You Know (Storycuts)

2011-11-17

as every schoolboy knows you can fit the whole of england on the

isle of wight in julian barnes s new novel the grotesque visionary

tycoon sir jack pitman takes the saying literally and does exactly

that he constructs on the island the project a vast heritage centre

containing everything english from buck house to stonehenge from

manchester united to the white cliffs of dover the project is

monstrous risky and vastly successful indeed it gradually begins to

rival old england and threatens to supersede it both ambitious and

serious real if you like dive at those dump bins andrew marr

observer a brilliant swiftian fantasy economist there is no more

intelligent writer on the literary scene in this novel he is also

moving he has written nothing more poignant and enticing john

carey sunday times the novel has memorable characters and

sentences but its main impact will be through its penetrating ideas

john lanchester daily telegraph
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A History of the World in 10.5 Chapters

1990

ranging from the turn of the nineteenth century to the last few

years of the twentieth century the swarming streets explores the

representation of london in the last century through some of the

major writers who have made it the foundation of their work the

natural companion to recent major histories and biographies of the

metropolis students and researchers alike will find major new

essays on virginia woolf dorothy richardson storm jameson e nesbit

julian barnes iain sinclair graham swift b s johnson and andrea levy

and others drawing on a rich variety of critical approaches each

essay is distinct as well as contributing to an overall analysis of

literary representations of twentieth century london

England, England

1999

from the gothic fantasies of walpole s otranto to post modern takes

on the country house by kazuo ishiguro and ian mcewan phyllis
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richardson guides us on a tour through buildings real and imagined

to examine how authors personal experiences helped to shape the

homes that have become icons of english literature we encounter

jane austen drinking too much wine in the lavish ballroom of a

hampshire manor discover how virginia woolf s love of talland

house at st ives is palpable in to the lighthouse and find evelyn

waugh remembering madresfield court as he plots charles ryder s

return to brideshead drawing on historical sources biographies

letters diaries and the novels themselves house of fiction opens the

doors to these celebrated houses while offering candid glimpses of

the writers who brought them to life

The Swarming Streets

2004-01-01

sylvia winstanley the youngest and most competent resident in a

home for the elderly and self labelled maverick begins a written

correspondence with the author of flaubert s parrot we are treated

to one half of the confused and hilarious dialogue between the two

sylvia s bout of epistolomania offers a charming perspective on

growing old and the associated difficulty of continuing to look
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forward rather than back part of the storycuts series this short story

was previously published in the collection the lemon table

House of Fiction

2017-07-27

stoyo petkanov the deposed party leader of a former soviet satellite

country is on trial his adversary stands for the new ideals the

leader for the old or so one would think but petkanov is different he

has been given his day in court and he takes it with a vengeance

to the increasing discomfort and surprise of those around him

Knowing French (Storycuts)

2011-11-17

lower middle class nation provides an unparalleled interdisciplinary

cultural history of the lower middle class worker in british life since

1850 considering highbrow lowbrow and middle brow forms across

literature film television and more nicola bishop traces the

development of the lower middle class from the mid 19th century to

the present day tackling a number of pressing consistent concerns
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such as automation commuting and the search for a life work

balance above all this book brings together ideas about class

nationhood and gender demonstrating that a particularly british

lower middle class identity is constructed through the spaces and

practices of the everyday aimed at undergraduate postgraduates

and scholars working in media and social history literature popular

culture cultural studies and sociology lower middle class nation

represents a new direction in cultural histories of work labour and

leisure

The Porcupine

1993

at the start of this fiendishly comic and suspenseful novel a mild

mannered english academic chuckles as he watches his wife

commit adultery the action takes place before she met him but

lines between film and reality past and present become terrifyingly

blurred in this sad and funny tour de force from the author of

flaubert s parrot
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Lower-Middle-Class Nation

2020-12-10

from the globe at bankside to the wimpole street home of elizabeth

barrett browning london is and always has been crammed with

literary life playwrights novelists diarists poets and essayists

throughout the centuries have roamed its streets met in its cafes

and retaurants and strolled in its parks and gardens they have

been inspired by its monuments churches law courts and theatres

and have created fictional londoners as diverse as mr pickwick

sherlock holmes bertie wooster mrs dalloway and winston smith

whose fortunes are played out against a london backdrop this

updated edition of the penguin literary guide to london is a must for

all book lovers and readers

Before She Met Me

1986

this encyclopedia offers an indispensable reference guide to

twentieth century fiction in the english language with nearly 500
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contributors and over one million words it is the most

comprehensive and authoritative reference guide to twentieth

century fiction in the english language contains over 500 entries of

1000 3000 words written in lucid jargon free prose by an

international cast of leading scholars arranged in three volumes

covering british and irish fiction american fiction and world fiction

with each volume edited by a leading scholar in the field entries

cover major writers such as saul bellow raymond chandler john

steinbeck virginia woolf a s byatt samual beckett d h lawrence

zadie smith salman rushdie v s naipaul nadine gordimer alice

munro chinua achebe j m coetzee and ngûgî wa thiong o and their

key works examines the genres and sub genres of fiction in english

across the twentieth century including crime fiction sci fi chick lit

the noir novel and the avant garde novel as well as the major

movements debates and rubrics within the field such as censorship

globalization modernist fiction fiction and the film industry and the

fiction of migration diaspora and exile

Literary London

2007-06-07
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the pedant s ambition is simple he wants to cook tasty nutritious

food he wants not to poison his friends and he wants to expand

slowly and with pleasure his culinary repertoire a stern critic of

himself and others he knows he is never going to invent his own

recipes although he might in a burst of enthusiasm increase the

quantity of a favourite ingredient rather he is a recipe bound

follower of the instructions of others it is in his interrogations of

these recipes and of those who create them that the pedant s true

pedantry emerges how big exactly is a lump is a slug larger than a

gout when does a drizzle become a downpour and what is the

difference between slicing and chopping this book is a witty and

practical account of julian barnes search for gastronomic precision

it is a quest that leaves him seduced by jane grigson infuriated by

nigel slater and reassured by mrs beeton s victorian virtues the

pedant in the kitchen is perfect comfort for anyone who has ever

been defeated by a cookbook and is something that none of julian

barnes legion of admirers will want to miss

The Encyclopedia of Twentieth-Century
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Fiction, 3 Volume Set

2011-01-18

i don t believe in god but i miss him julian barnes new book is

among many things a family memoir an exchange with his brother

a philosopher a meditation on mortality and the fear of death a

celebration of art an argument with and about god and a homage

to the french writer jules renard though he warns us that this is not

my autobiography the result is like a tour of the mind of one of our

most brilliant writers when angela carter reviewed barnes first novel

metroland she praised the mature way he wrote about death now

nearly thirty years later he returns to the subject in a wise funny

and constantly surprising book which defies category and

classification except as barnesian

The Pedant In The Kitchen

2012-09-01

ロンドン塔 二階建てバス マンチェスター ユナイテッド 紅茶 ウェストミンスター寺院

ロビン フッド ガーデニング 生温いビール シェイクスピア 洗濯嫌い ハロッズ等々 ワ
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イト島に行けば イングランドのすべてを見られる すべてを体験できる 名づけて イン

グランド イングランド 王室も島のバッキンガム宮殿にやって来れば タイムズ も島で

発行されるようになり オールド イングランド と呼ばれるようになった本物のイングラ

ンドは 子供時代 イングランド全州のジグソーパズルに熱中したマーサ 彼女はこのプロ

ジェクトに参加したのだが フロベールの鸚鵡 で世界中の読書人の心を掴んだバーンズ

のアイロニーと風刺に満ちた傑作 ブッカー賞最終候補作

Nothing to be Frightened of

2008

since 1990 julian barnes has written a regular letter from london for

the new yorker magazine these already celebrated pieces cover

subjects as diverse as the lloyd s insurance disaster the rise and

fall of margaret thatcher the troubles of the royal family and the

hapless nigel short in his battle with gary kasparov in the 1993

world chess finals with an incisive assessment of salman rushdie s

plight and an analysis of the implications of being linked to the

continent via the channel tunnel letters from london provides a vivid

and telling portrait of britain in the nineties
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イングランド・イングランド

2006-12-25

a fighter pilot high above the english channel in 1941 watches the

sun rise he descends 10 000 feet and then to his amazement finds

the sun beginning to rise again with this haunting image julian

barnes novel begins it charts the life of jean serjeant from her

beginnings as a naïve carefree country girl before the war through

to her wry and trenchant old age in the year 2020 we follow her

bruising experience in marriage her questioning of male truths her

adventures in motherhood and in china we learnt the questions she

asks of life and the often unsatisfactory answers it provides

Letters from London, 1990-1995

1995

the wiley blackwell companion to contemporary british and irish

literature an insightful guide to the exploration of modern british

and irish literature the wiley blackwell companion to contemporary

british and irish literature is a must have guide for anyone hoping
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to navigate the world of new british and irish writing including

modern authors and poets from the 1960s through to the 21st

century the companion provides a thorough overview of

contemporary poetry fiction and drama by some of the most

prominent and noteworthy writers seventy three comprehensive

chapters focus on individual authors as well as such topics as

englishness and identity contemporary science fiction black writing

in britain crime fiction and the influence of globalization on british

and irish literature written in four parts the wiley blackwell

companion to contemporary british and irish literature includes

comprehensive examinations of individual authors as well as a

variety of themes that have come to define the contemporary

period ethnicity gender nationality and more a thorough guide to

the main figures and concepts in contemporary literature from

britain and ireland this two volume set includes studies of notable

figures such as seamus heaney and angela carter as well as more

recently influential writers such as zadie smith and sarah waters

covers topics such as lgbt fiction androgyny in contemporary british

literature and post troubles northern irish fiction features a broad

range of writers and topics covered by distinguished academics

includes an analysis of the interplay between individual authors and
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the major themes of the day and whether an examination of the

latter enables us to appreciate the former the wiley blackwell

companion to contemporary british and irish literature provides

essential reading for students as well as academics seeking to

learn more about the history and future direction of contemporary

british and irish literature

A Life with Books

2012

Staring at the Sun

1987

Postmodernisme et effets de brouillage dans

la fiction de Julian Barnes

2002
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Contemporary British and Irish Literature
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